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North Korea's capture of the U.S.S. Pueblo early in
4
1968 was the presence of two civilian oceanographers
« . ««a' among the ship's 83-man crew. The two, Harry
R. Iredale and Dunnie R. Tuck, Jr., were middle-grade civil
servants whose relatively unglamorous job was charting the
bottom of the ocean on the underwater continental shelf off
the coast of North Korea. Iredale and Tuck might have been
acting in violation of the 1958 Geneva Convention, which
makes it illegal for one nation to chart another's continental
shelf without explicit permission; but the U.S. government,
already involved in an espionage operation, was willing to
chance it. The oceanographers on the Pueblo were merely
acting out the undersea aspect of the nation's military policy.
For the Navy and the weapons planners in the Pentagon have
already decided that much of tomorrow's arms race will be a
Jules Verne affair, staged in the 71 per cent of the world which
is underwater.
The Navy's current plans evoke science fiction, but with a
terrifyingly real nuclear dimension. Deep-running, quiet
submarines will circulate near the ocean floor, 6000 feet below
the surface, each one capable of hurling megaton-force
missiles at targets more than 5000 miles away. Underwater
cities with depots and nuclear recharging facilities will service
these vessels. Undersea shelters will provide rest and relaxation
for crews, while functioning also as observation points to spy
on enemy submarines. Specially trained aquanauts, breathing
an oxygen-filled fluid instead of air, will be able to overcome
sea pressure and make repairs to equipment as they swim
freely thousands of feet below the ocean's surface.
Any doubts that this scenario is well on its way to becoming
a reality should be dispelled by the fact that an oceanographic
version of the military-industrial complex is already in full
bloom in this country. Most of the major aerospace corporations have seen which way the defense currents are running
and have quickly involved themselves in undersea warfare
work over the past five years. Among the leaders are Westinghouse, Lockheed, Chrysler, Sperry Gyroscope, General
Dynamics, Goodyear Aerospace and the Stanford Research
Institute. Universities and academic institutes are also playing
their part. Among those now heavily researching defenserelated oceanography are the University of Miami, the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at the University of California, the Lamont
Geological Observatory of Columbia University, and the
universities of Oregon, Washington and Hawaii.
With the corporations and the academies in its corner, the
Navy is rapidly proceeding with its long-range strategy for
turning the ocean bottom into an armed camp. Most of its
plans to militarize the ocean floor center around its Deep
Submergence Program (DSP), which includes the Deep Submergence Systems Project (DSSP) to research and develop
deep-diving submarines, and the Deep Ocean Technology
Project (DOT) to study the potential and the apparatus for
undersea military bases. Although these programs are the key
to the Navy's plans for the '70s, their military implications are
consistently disguised or played down by Pentagon officials.
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Officially, the Navy claims that the DSSP's highest priority is
the development of a deep-diving vehicle and system for
rescuing crews from disabled submarines and for recovering
objects (like lost hydrogen bombs) from the floor of the ocean
at depths up to 20,000 feet. Similarly, an article in the Defense
Industry Bulletin, published monthly by the Pentagon's public
relations ofiice, describes the Navy's DOT program as having
". . . perhaps the greatest potential benefit to the nation's
nonmilitary needs." In the annual report of the Navy's Ocean
Engineering Program, however, a document which is not
pubhcly distributed, there is a diff"erent description of DOT:
"This program is to provide the Navy with a technological
base from which options for improving the present undersea
warfare systems and developing future ones can be selected."
Another emphasis of Navy public relations is its dramatization of the crucial importance of undersea developments to
American business—in terms both of oceanographic research
(on which the Navy has a monopoly) and protection for
undersea commercial ventures. Press releases constantly refer
to the fantastic potential for underwater mining of minerals
and seafoods. Thus, Admiral David L. McDonald could tell
the Navy League in 1967: "There is, right now, a major
worldwide investment in the seabeds. For example, more than
$2 billion a year is being invested in offshore oil alone . . .
minerals are being mined commercially in various areas. The
potential wealth of the sea may be of far greater importance
to tlje world of today than the wealth of India ever was to
Columbus' world in 1491."
Such talk about exploiting the seabed for commercial
purposes is the basis for a simple, eff'ective argument: we
must protect our commercial undersea investors from enemy
attacks or sabotage. This was made most explicit by Gordon
J. F. MacDonald, vice chancellor for research at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and a former vice
president of the Institute for Defense Analysis, in "Uses of
the Sea," a recently published analysis of military and commercial undersea potential. "To what extent is the government
willing to protect United States investments in undersea
exploitation abroad?" MacDonald asks. "The policy is
critical because of the high initial investments required and
the great vulnerability of many underwater operations to
sabotage or disruption. It is unlikely that American industry
will place heavy investments . . . if there is no government
assurance regarding the protection of such investments." In
a 1967 speech, Robert A. Frosch, assistant secretary of the
Navy, warned that one of the main undersea military missions
would be "protection of those engaged in exploitation of the
sea. United States capital is unlikely to be risked unless it is
United States policy to protect the investments against foreign
or piratical invasions."
EGARDLESS OF WHAT IS SAID PUBLICLY, t h e N a v y is Well

aware of its ultimate mission for all oceanographic
research. As Robert H. B. Baldwin, former under. secretary of the Navy, put it: "The plain truth is, of
course, that modern oceanography is absolutely essential to
national defense." Baldwin has also outlined the Navy's
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intentions regarding ocean sciences and technology. "In short,"
he says, "our oceanography and ocean engineering programs
are specifically and directly in response to military requirements. We are sponsoring basic research which has relevance
to naval problems. We are involved in deep-ocean engineering
because it contributes to our assigned mission; we are not in
the business of exploiting the ocean's abundant mineral or
living resources."
Admiral McDonald has given a further hint of what the
Navy may ultimately envision: control not only of the sea
bottom, but of the sea above it. Once a nation gets sovereign
rights to the seabed, he says, "the next question, of course, is
whether such nations might not be empowered to regulate
passage in the oceans above their acknowledged a r e a s . . . . The
ultimate answer to that question will probably evolve from
the interplay of many national interests, and the ability to
back up diplomacy with force when necessary."
Thus oceanography's benefits not only become a cover for
the real military interest, but are also used to justify the
military's long-standing fear of covenants to internationalize
the seabed. Current U.S. pohcy, as interpreted under the 1958
Geneva Protocol, is to claim all resources of the ocean floor
out to any depth we are able to exploit. One reason for
U.S. objection to internationalization of the seabed is commercial, in that it would give the underdeveloped nations an
equal chance. But a more significant objection is the military
one—couched in familiar terms of the need for more deterrence. "We must do two things to protect the national interest
of the United States," says Admiral McDonald. "We must
maintain an invulnerable strategic force to ensure that our
deterrence is effective; and we must make certain that the
United States is the nation that enjoys the benefits of 'prior
presence and continued use' in the ocean areas of greatest
importance to us."
Dr. John P. Craven, head of the Navy's DSSP program and
a leading scientific planner for the system, sees the basic
challenge to U.S. dominance of the ocean deeps coming from
the disarmament conference table. "The United States," he
wrote recently, "must be in the forefront so that when the
inevitable and Gordian problems of sovereignty on the ocean
floor are raised at the international conference table, the ability
to resolve them on terms favorable to international peace and
stability is matched by the capability for enforcement."
It is important to view the recent negotiations regarding the
disarmament of the ocean bed in this force-diplomacy light. A
Russian proposal made at Geneva in March of this year called
for the prohibition of nuclear weapons and military installations of any kind on the ocean floor outside territorial limits.
The United States rejected the Russian approach, noting
publicly that it would bar listening devices and similar
"defensive" equipment. The U.S. counterproposal, made in
May, specifically called for each party to undertake "not to
emplant or emplace fixed nuclear weapons or other weapons
of mass destruction or associated fixed launching platforms
on, within or beneath the seabed and ocean floor. . . ." (Emphasis added.) The U.S. offer, however, did not rule out
deep-diving submarines and their underwater supply bases, nor
did it rule out some form of constantly moving missile launcher
on the ocean bottom—precisely the undersea projects which
the Navy is most interested in pursuing.
The Navy has firm control over all U.S. research in ocean-
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ography. In fiscal 1969, the federal government spent a total of
$516 million for oceanographic programs. More than half
of that—$287 million—was Navy money. The Pentagon's
interest in oceanography has increased amazingly in recent
years. Such spending has gone up from a few million dollars
in the early 1960's to the current total of nearly $300 miUion.
In the early years, the Navy's undersea emphasis was on pure
research, with a tiny engineering budget. But today the
emphasis has shifted from the purely exploratory phase to
practical application; research published in recent years
includes studies in undersea welding techniques and the development of special undersea equipment, such as oceanbottom sleds for carrying cargo and special glass materials
capable of withstanding many pounds of sea pressure.
Significantly, the undersea engineering programs have prospered in spite of recent widespread cutbacks in military
spending due to the Viet-Nam war. In the early '60s the Navy
was sending only a few officers a year for post-graduate
oceanography study; now about 50 officers a year are engaged
in on-campus study programs. The Navy now boasts the
support of more than 1000 civilian scientists and engineers
at over 100 academic and institutional facilities throughout
the world and at a dozen Navy laboratories.
In fact, one of the ironies in the Navy's bureaucratically
ponderous dominance of undersea technology is that it may
actuafly be so great as to hinder the corporations in their
efforts to exploit the billion-dollar undersea market. The
Harvard Business Review recently published a study calling
for a systematic national effort to harness the potential profit
from the sea, noting that the undersea market of the 1970's
could be compared to the market for guided missiles and outer
space equipment that existed in the 1950's. "Unless bold steps
are taken soon," the article warns, "the nation may awaken
to discover a hydro-space gap." Perhaps this threat helps to
explain why Congress approved the Sea Grant College bill
in 1966 enabling interested universities to get federal funds
for oceanographic study. Senator Claiborne Pell, its chief
sponsor, acknowledged that the legislation was needed in order
to remedy gaps in civilian ocean technology caused by the
heavy reliance on Navy leadership.
Of course, the increased university participation also
gives the Navy more opportunities to get top-flight academic
help and to draw many more university scientists into underwater warfare research. The attractiveness of the Navy's
current efforts is enhanced by its large array of test facilities,
including large model basins, pressure testing facilities, underwater test and evaluation ranges, and many specialized
laboratories. Several ocean test ranges are in operation for
underwater testing of materials and weapons systems; a new
Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center went into full
operation in 1967. Two research ships and more than a dozen
survey ships are in the Navy's oceanographic fleet, along with
more than 20 university-owned ships.
HE NAVY IS TYING ITS FUTURE HOPES for a share of the
1970's missile market to a weapons system known as
ULMS (undersea long-range missile system). The
acronym is unfamiliar now, but planners expect to
invest more than half of the Navy's annual research budget
in undersea warfare by the mid-1970's. Although the exact
nature of ULMS is a military secret, this definition was
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provided to Congress in 1968 by Secretary of the Navy Paul
Ignatius: "ULMS would be a new force of specially configured
submarines armed with advanced long-range ballistic missiles.
These submarines would operate from U.S. ports. As elements
of the nation's secure strategic offensive forces, they could
maneuver over large ocean areas, remaining continuously in
range of targets. The characteristic and operational modes of
the weapons system, capable of immediate response to a
weapon launch order, would provide the flexibility to counter
foreseeable Soviet responses to the system."
Work on the ULMS is much farther along than the Navy is
willing to admit. For example, in the annual Defense Department "Posture Statement" accompanying the $80-billion-plus
1970 defense budget, then Secretary of Defense Clark M.
Clifford said: "We are also requesting S20 million in the FY
[Fiscal Year] 1970 budget to prepare for possible engineering
development in FY 1971 of a new undersea long-range missile
system (ULMS)." Only S5 million had been spent on the
system the year before. In a special report on the underwater
weapons system two years ago. Defense Marketing Service
(DMS), a reliable private defense industry newsletter staffed
largely by retired military intelligence personnel, predicted
that research on the ULMS would remain at the $3-5 milhon
level until 1972. That report was recently updated to predict
that the system would involve 700 missiles, and would be in
production by 1978 and in operation two years later. Research
spending would reach S75 million a year by 1974, said DMS.
This estimate was undoubtedly conservative; spending will
climb far beyond that total by the mid-1970's. In fact, DMS
estimated 1970 spending at $14 million, $6 million below the
total eventually approved by Clifford.
ULMS will clearly be the spearhead of the oceanographic
military-industrial complex, but many problems remain. One
is simply the development of an undersea missile capable of
penetrating thousands of feet of water and landing on target
thousands of miles away. The new missile, already being
researched, is described as the "follow-on" to the Poseidon
multiple-warhead nuclear missile now being installed in
America's nuclear submarine fleet. But just as important as
the new missile is the development of a vessel capable of
cruising near the ocean bottom at depths previously unreachable by a combat submarine—6000 feet and below, about
5000 feet deeper than present-day submarines are believed
able to operate.
Some progress on the submarine has already been made. In
January of this year the Navy launched what many believe
to be the forerunner of the new class of deep-diving submarines needed for ULMS. Known simply as the NR-1, this
first nuclear-powered deep submergence submarine was
shrouded in secrecy from start to finish. One reason may have
been the ballooning costs (which climbed from the original
estimate of $30 million in 1965 to $100 million at the launching); another certainly was the fact that the NR-1 gives the
Navy its first opportunity to explore closely the ocean bottom
at depths below 1000 feet. Dr. John P. Craven describes the
NR-1 this way: "Initiated without fanfare, this submersible
may be the most significant innovation in the technology of
the sea bottom . . . the NR-1 should be the pioneering prototype of the sea bottom vehicles which have all the requisites to
revolutionize our concepts of the utilization of the sea."
In addition to the NR-1, the Navy won Defense Department

approval last year for the construction of two new prototype
submarines; one to run deeper and another to run quieter.
Both vessels had consistently been vetoed by Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara, but they were authorized by
Clifford after congressional pressure was applied—much of it
from Chairman L. Mendel Rivers, South Carolina Democrat
and head of the super-hawkish House Armed Services Committee. Congress had been rallied by a series of "submarine
gap" charges stemming from Russia's continued development
in submarine warfare. The alleged Russian threat was lessened
somewhat by the recent Soviet proposal to do away with all underwater weapons systems, a clear admission that the Soviet
Union believes itself outgunned by the U.S. in this area.
Complementing the research programs on new submarines
and missiles is the Navy's vast ocean engineering program
designed to turn the deep-ocean seabed into a military ally. As
with its other undersea projects, the Navy has attempted to
portray its underwater engineering work as simply advancing
the frontiers of knowledge. In a 1967 address to the Marine
Technology Society in San Diego, an organization composed
largely of undersea industrialists. Rear Admiral O. D. Waters,
Jr., then oceanographer of the Navy, was enthusiastic about
the possibilities: "Along with deep submergence [the submarine program], there is a broader and parallel supporting
program on deep-ocean technology, and I suggest that industrialists with an interest in future developments in oceanography keep an eye on it . . . immediately it includes experimental work on such things as deep-mooring devices, superstrength plastic materials, power packages and the whole
complex of problems involved in facilities implanted on the
deep-ocean floor. For the bureaucratic locution 'facilities
implantment,' let's just substitute the more interesting statement that the Jules Verne idea of cities under the sea is no
longer just a science fiction idea. This calls now for research
and development for life support in a new and most hostile
environment, new problems in underwater communications, in
deep underwater navigation and a host of other problems that
arise in connection with the whole new enterprise of sea floor
engineering."
Another idyUic vision was offered by Navy Secretary
Ignatius in his Navy League talk last year: "It is possible to
imagine the construction of a true undersea laboratory, operated as a facility for general experiments in undersea science
and technology, and available to university, to industry and
to government. This would be the equivalent of a manned
space station and would open another dimension to the
reaches of scientific exploration of the oceans."
UT THE ADMIRAL AND THE SECRETARY aren't really
interested in cities or laboratories under the sea. A
recent fact sheet published by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, the agency responsible for
underwater research, notes: "The Navy believes that, eventually, undersea facilities may be constructed for a variety of
purposes such as fuel caches, supply depots, refueling stations,
submarine repair facilities, nuclear weapons shelters, utility
systems, and power generation."
The underwater bases could be on the continental shelf
or even much further out to sea—without being in deeper
water. The ocean, like the land, has mountain ranges and
ridges. Many of the mountains—known as seamounts—are
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flat on top; some are as little as six or ten fathoms from the
surface, often thousands of miles from any land; all have some
military potential. This summer, oceanographers from the
University of Washington and private industry are planning to
occupy a seamount in the Pacific Ocean, 270 miles due west of
Grays Harbor, Washington. The seamount rises from an
ocean depth of 9000 feet to within 122 feet of the surface at
the point where they will do their work.
The men involved in this experiment will live in one of the
pre-constructed underwater habitats, the development of
which has become a focal point of the Navy's various underwater living experiments (known as Sealab). It is not surprising that John R. Moore, president of North American
Rockwell, now working under a Navy contract on underwater
habitat research, warned the American Society of Oceanography last year: "Only rapidly diminishing technical barriers
are preventing a foreign power from establishing a deep-ocean
base a few miles off the Los Angeles shoreline. Let there be no
mistake about urgency. As a nation we can either push forward
with marine development, or we can stand by while other
nations develop and subdivide the two-thirds of the earth
beneath the high seas."
The Navy fully agrees with Moore. Research is underway
not only on prefabricated underwater habitats, but also on
much larger undersea sites. Nearly three years ago Dr. Carl
F. Austin, of the U.S. Undersea Naval Weapons Center at
China Lake, California (now known as the Naval Research
and Development Center), published a comprehensive technical report on the Navy's programs for drilling into the ocean
floor to develop self-contained underground and undersea
complexes. "Using only the tools and techniques known to
today's raw materials industry, manned installations of a
large size containing a one-atmosphere, shirt-sleeve environment can be built today on much of the world's continental
shelf region," writes Austin. "With a modest extension in
undersea vehicles capabilities [the NR-1 submarine, for
example], large manned installations can be established at
almost any location on the continental slopes, the deep-ocean
floor, and on seamounts and ridges."
Austin has specifically described undersea installations
drilled through bedrock in the ocean, which he says offer the
best protection. "A surprising amount of the deep ocean
appears to be accessible competent bedrock," he writes. Included in the article are dozens of U.S. Navy photographs
depicting huge rock-boring machines and underwater railway
shafts and workshops, some of them described as being three
miles ofl^shore and 2400 feet beneath sea level.
The Navy scientist further notes that direct access to the
undersea quarters by means of a lock system "is a practice
now within the technologic capability of this nation's industry." And with such a method, he adds, "manned undersea
installations are possible at virtually any location." The
University of Miami and the Chrysler Corporation are now
cooperating in a scheme to build five undersea bases at a
depth of 1000 feet ofl" the east coast of Florida. The program,
called Project Atlantis, has the support of the Navy, which estimates that the first base will be completed by the mid-1970's.
Just when the military will begin undersea operations is a
closely held secret. Ocean Science News, an authoritative
weekly newsletter of the ocean industry, predicted a year ago
that by 1973 the Navy would "place a one-atmosphere
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permanent manned habitat on the ocean floor at a depth of
6000 feet and service it with a yet-to-be designed deep submersible—a scale of just such a sea floor habitat is currently
undergoing towing tests in San Diego. A whole network of
deep-ocean seafloor and sub-seafloor bases will follow, some
hollowed out of the rock of the mid-Atlantic ridge."
A final step toward an undersea warfare future is being made
by the Navy's Sealab program, designed to extend man's
ability to live and work on the ocean floor. Men were sent
to live underwater in the Navy's Sealab I and II experiments,
staying more than 200 feet underwater for 15 to 30 consecutive
days. Sealab III was to have sent men down 600 feet beneath the water for 12 days each, but it was delayed when
one of the divers was killed during an early test this year.
Scientists now know that animals and men are able to exist
for long periods under high pressure beneath the sea by
breathing mixtures of helium, nitrogen and oxygen. Eventually,
divers are expected to be able to dive to. and work at, depths
of 1500 feet by using hehum technology; already some dives
below 1000 feet have been made safely.
Below 1500 feet, scientists are unable to adapt man for
underwater living, but the Navy is hard at work on a revolutionary technique that may enable man to outwit his environment. Known as fluid breathing, it consists simply of pumping
an oxygenated fluid, rather than gas, through an aquanaut's
lungs and sinus cavities. Thus the pressure outside his body
would be no greater than that inside and he could surviveeven at 12,000-foot depths. Congress was told during last
year's hearings on the Navy program that liquid breathing
under pressure has been successfully achieved in animals.
The man behind this research is Dr. John P. Craven, head
of the Navy's DSSP program and its greatest advocate. His
view of the future for undersea development has little to do
with commercial exploits or basic research. Writing in a recent
issue of the Naval Institute Proceedings, Craven described
his dream in a way that summarizes the Navy's hopes: "In
the Pacific, the extensive chains of seamounts divide the Pacific
Ocean into a significant number of basins which are now
identifiable by the seamounts which constitute Wake, Guam,
the New Hebrides, the Fijis, the Gilberts, the Marshalls, the
Ryukyus, the Kuriles. etc. Even now, these islands are important elements in the strategic outer periphery of the Asian
land mass. The occupation and utilization of the undersea
portion of these strategic barriers will make even more effective
the utilization of the outer islands as a commercial, political
and military balance to the mainland."
All of the elements of the coming undersea arms race are
falling into place. The universities, through the Sea Grant
program, are supplying the academicians. The corporations,
enticed by potentially immense profits, are diverting research
funds into the sea. The Navy, anxious to keep its share of the
defense budget, is pushing its underwater missile systems. The
prospects for stopping a juggernaut of these proportions are
very dim indeed. To do so would be to change the processes
by which America lives.
Seymour Hersli is the author c)/ Chemical and Biological Warfare: America's Hidden Arsenal {Bobbs-Merrill, 1968). He is
now working on a book on the Pentagon {which he formerly
covered for the AP) to be published by Random House.
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